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A

This study involved a,comprehensive arkysis of the reading and
writing behavior of,12 moderately mentally retarded adolescents.

Data were collected. on 11 language tasks. These tasks included
drawing, forftling letters and numbers and their names when applicable,. .

being read to, reacting CO print in a book, reading if applicable, and
aaii4etiqgguestions about reading and writing. Other tasks ascertained
.the subjectil-666k handling.knowledge as well as reading ability. Inter-
views and surveys were conducted. to determine subjects' attitudes and
concepts of reading and writing, parental attitudes and models of reading,
subjects' developmental and. educational history, and home environment.
'Subjects' miscue analysis*(i.e., deviations frmprint) of their drat
reading revealed howwiell they utilized the syntactic, semantic, and
graphophbnemic language systems.

The results indicated that these.idolescente.reading amdwriting
behavior could be analyzed, categorized, 'and measured qualitatively
withinia particular psycholinguistic paradig m. , .

The 'implications focused on the practical implementation of whole
'language (Goodman, 1967, 1969, 1973, l'976) instruction and activities
into the school curriculum and home environment for mentally retarded
individuals.

A Description of Moderatelyllentaily Retarded

Adolescents Responses to Written Language

. . .

Traditional iesearcrin reading ,behavior of the nonretarded and
.

retarded has tended to investigate the reading process in quantitative
.

measures such as isolation of sounds, letters, word-pacts, and sentences
. .'

Or by coilleating'stich variables as intelligence, visual or..auditqry
,

variables
.

discrimil ion with the ability to read-(e.,g. An jasiasiowr Stayrook, 1973;
4.

EiseRson, 1.97?; Kirk & Kirk, 1972). Since this type of research tends t6

measure reading prOficiency with such elemerits as sounds,.letters, word .

f

parts single words and phrases the natural consequence is an instructional .

.interventiori that wilL.change tilOse ;Articular elements of reading behavior

(e.g . .Forell, 1976; Kirk, Kliebhan & Learner, 1978;AaBerge & Samuels, .

1974; Samuels, 1973). This intervention rpflecis eablistitd definitions.

or models of reading such,as honics, whale wojd or'skills approaches '

(Harste, 1978). Whin quantitative dlfferences of the's'e' isolated reading

behaviors are utilized in determining efficient and.nonefficient readeri

then reading necessarily becomes defined, in,quantitative terms. '

%.3 g
Z.)

.
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. ' N In coeast td this jesearch perspective, illustrated by investi-
. ! .
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.

gatOrs such as Carriine (1977), Goodman and Goodman (1977) argue that

-this instructional fragmentation atua.11y distorts the reading process..

This distortion otcurs.wheh isolated features of reading are Presented

to the learndr without a meaningful context. -In. an earlier study,

':Goodman'(1965) provided empirical support that readers recognized the,
.

.same words with greater accuracy when they appeared ethih 'a passage

(c. e. in con text) as compared to wheo they appeared on a listfi.e.

in:rsolatjon). It should be noted, however, thU this findidg was not

repliCate d with the mentilly retarded (Kirkman ;. Endo, & Crandall, 1979).
.

1.Oter research by ,Goodkan and hts associates (Allen & Watson, 1976)

denlionstrated that the single 'difference between readers.at differential
,

#

/
levels lAas.tifeir ability to comprehend what they read. Thrbugh analysis

of oral reading miscues, (Gutknecht, 1976) was able' to illustrate, that

. .

low:proficiency. readers were using the same processes as high proficiency

reader,s---44-leis well : These findings clea0 demonstrate that quell- //

% taive dspetts of reading behavfor (e.g. the effect of,miscues'on comprehen-.

I

-

, ,

sionj could =be Pleasured.

r Tfre rcsdarch involving analysis of oral reading Miscues has deve loped

;"756aiT7gTheading, which utilizes- tile cue systems of semantics, syntax,
.. ,

. -
,-: :

. . ,.

.

..., .and grephonemics. These 'three cue systems are utilized to arrive at
.

'll i

, ,
,,

.

,

,

. Meantrig4u1;ig the reading process. The miscues are evaluated in terms of
i .

.

I

their differential effect on comprehension. Therefore some miscues may.

.1/4.

...
be determined to be a higher quality than others. In this respect reading

-----4k
r 4 . /..

i S MeaS tir*(1 into-AN-pal ita,tiva manner.' -

The theeoltical framework urolerlying this research focused on the
. -.; .-

.

reading pii.-Acesi,ls'a .e.imiination of syntax, semantics, and graphophonernics..,
, . . 14

cue
,

ly.stems wo.0 in cohjunctior to produce meaning for the reader... .

s .,, %;,;. . 1 k . . .0,. ., ,....... - .

v . b
. ,. .,... .. . .
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,
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(Burke, 1976). In addition, miscue studies (Allen.& .Watson,1976) as well.

as research of linguists (Palmer, 1979) and psychologists (-Miller, 1965)

ha've presented' reading as an integral part of the total fanguage process.

Th\s perspective suppoett a language arts.....model which includes reading and

writing as the %Tritten facet of language while listening and speaking are

oral components of language. Continuing 'research which explores the par-a-

metersof Goodman's ,mbdel has developed into a fruitful avenue of psycho.
-

.

linguistic research as well as providing substantial insights into language

acquisition of young children. Howeier, due to the relative infancy of

Goodman's language model there is a paucity of programmatic evaluation

Which tests the .efficacy of this instructional approach.;

On tite basis of a major comprehensive review of the reading litera-

ture regarding mentally retarded populations, Yoder and" Miller, 1972

concluded that enough evidence existed to, justify the practitioner's 'It.; ".,

.

selective use of the data available on normal language acquisition" (p. 109).

1 I

.? . .

Subsequently, researchers in mental retardatiori' havle concentralled on the
. . .

. ..
development of sophisticated instructional technologies based. upon several

global learning theories (e.g. Mercer & Snell, 1977; Smith1474): 1. 4

instructional approaches oveilay any academia endeavor (e.3: mithematics,
pc

reading, writilig) . Consequently, what is. aught is secondary tO how it
. - .!.rIt

taught. While research clearly indicates that in the context of demonitil-",-

ting" that a specific tech

(e.g. Dorry & Zeanian, 197

merely extrapolated from

decoding, vocabulary skit
1/4

of retarded children are

.
nique (e.g. operant conditioning) is ef-ti;Vieht,*:

6; Rydberg, 1971), the modell bf
4. .

tradi tional reading paradigms. g. "souti4/:syrnEpl:,
,' -;?;-

1s). Furthermore, research into rfritliligibetiaviof's

restricted to 'quanti tati ve e.cessari ly
.z.t.ny to qusantitatiie conclusions (i.,e. mentally rearledacqirrrelwri,tten
, :

. .

' ,. .,
- ,4 .,,

.1, .
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language slower and at a lower level than nonretarded children ). Dunn, 1973;.

I

Cegeika & Cegeika-, '1970; Smith, 1974.
t

e .

/ .

, NEED FOR THE STUDY, .

While propftents of the whole language model .insist that the distinct

need exists to explore qualitative facets of language behaviors of childnen
, . .

who -dev op normally (e,g. Goodman, Goodman, Y., Burke., Watson, etc.), the .

.-. ,. .
. need definitely present to collect qualitative data involving those child-..

if

s

, .

ren who arg exceptional in their reading and _writing development.

The reading and writing attempts of mentally retarded children reveal

w at.and how they learn about written words. Therefore it is necessary to

scertaio how mentally retarded'children conceive these processes. As .

researchers attend to the circumstances_,which accoMpany the reading and

/
and writing of these children (e.g. home environment, school instructional

.
environment)' relevant variables that lead to 'language learning of excepz

'

tional children _may be identified.
r"

V

In discussing young nonretarded children, Clark (1976) emphasized

that the strengths and weaknesses of reading must be considered in order .

to understand those abilities crucial to the reading process. This quanti-

tative approach to reading research would lead to qualitative interventions

(i.e. where language is kept intact and meaning centered) in classroom acti-

vities with nonretarded as well as retarded indivicluals..

..

Purpose of tee Study

The purpose of this study was to conduct a comprehensive investigation
..

of the reception and production of the written llguage of a selected group

of moderately mentally retarded children. This study presented a detailed

description of the reading and writing behaviors of a Selected groupo.f

moderately mentally retarded children vsing qualitative measures such as
)

book handling ability, ioncepts of reading, and home backgrounri. These

4. w L S/ a

1
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data were obtained by parent and student interviews, the -investigation of

writing behaviors, and oil/ reading,behavior .through, miscue analysis pro-.

cedures 03c9imsn & Burke, 19725..

.

The following questions concerning the reading and writing behavior of

the moderately mentally retarded were generated to guide this investigation:

1. Does home environment affect the reading and writing behaviors of

of moderately mentally retarded children?

2. Do mcdetately mentally retarded children demonstrate an awareness

of the written production of language by producing writing

patterns?

3. How do moderately mentally retarded children view the purpose

of writing?

4'. Co moderately mentally retarded-children demonstrate knowledge

of spelling And graphophanemicrelationships?

5. Co moderately mentally. yetarded Children demonstrate a. developing

awareness of written ieceptive anguage b) exhibiting certain

reading patterns? -

6. *How &f modprately mentally retarded children view the purposes

of reading?
r

7. How do moderately mentally retarded children descitibe the reading

process?

8. What differences:and similaiities 'are evidenced in moderately

mentally retarded children's written language behavior?

In aclition, tte miscues of the readers in this group were systematically

-

analyzed. The questions which were generated include! .

1, Is reading comprehension as measured by rebelling dependent on

word identification?

If&
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2. Does the reading of moderately mentally retarded in this study*

emphasize the' use of anY.one/Of the language oues-syste of

-syntax, Semantics, or graphdphonemics?
9

3. Do moderately mentally retarded readers in this study produce

a high percentage df semantically acceptable miscues?

Do moderately mentally retarded readers in this study produce

.high percentage of semantically unacceptable, but corrected mis-

cues?

Subjects

The children were twelye adolescents (five females, seven males) who

werecltssified moderately mentally retard-40 (i.e./trainable level) by a

certified school psycbologitt on the baiis of individualized intelligence .

A

tests and measures of adaptive behavior. The.children's chronological

ages rtriged from 13 years 5 months to 15 years 6 monihs (X =14 -6) while

their mental ages ranged from 4-Years to 6 years 6 months (1

:Their intelligence scores ranged from F.Q.'s of 38 to 54 = 45) while

their adaptive behavior scores fell-within the moderate deficit range of

functioning (Grossman, 1973). All but one of the children were residing

In home environments in which English was the predominant language. In

. Gilberto's home, Spanish was thg primary language.

The twelve children lived in a large metropolitan area with a popula-
v .

mon of over one million. :All the children resided at home and attented

publiC school. They were all enrolled in the.same school within two

self-contained classrooms for the moderately:mentallx retarded, grades 7-9.

4

The student compdsition of these classes represehted the entire junior

high school age moderately mentally retarded populat &on within one of six

geographically defined suOgir6tricts a,major urban public school system.%
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All the Children who met the criteria for ooderately mentally, retarded

(Gfossman,:1973) were included tn the present study. These children were

equivalent to the moderately mentally retarded adolescents who Were en-

rolled ie the other five ub-districts of the same school system on the
$

basis of race, socio=economic' background primary length!, in the home,

chronological age, mental age; I.Q., adaptive behaiiior felel, degree of
.

.

regular classroom integratoh,,and educational background.

PROCEDURE
a 4

Since children's home background is irequehtly explored in its relar

tionshi0 to reading and writing behavior (Durkin, 1966; King g Friesen,

1972; ,Read, 1970; 'reale, 1978; Wisemag, 1979), adaptation of a parent

interview by Mason (1978) was utilized in tiis study. This questionnaire

was designed to elicit information which would provide insights into child-
,

ren's early language behavior. Questions about each child's awareness, of
4

print as well as his/her reading and writing behaviors in the home were in-

fluded in the interview. In addition, portions of the Surke Interview of

Reading (1976) wereincorporated ihto the questionnaire in order to learn

about parents' ideas of tire reading process. This information was critical ;

4

in ascertaining the possible etiology of the child's concept of reading 4

well as the presence of modeling reading behavior in the home.
.

The data from each of the twelve children were collected during indi-

vidual sessions by their classroom teacher within the daily school aetivity

schedule. While the Classroom aide directed reading and writing projects,
4N.

the teacher, in another section of the room, elicited the data from each

child as part of the regular instructional program.' Randomiiation was
r ,

utilized to determine the order of participation as well as the sequence of

inventories and interviews.

O
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Book Handling Knoigledge '

Imp
8

Jhe child's, knowledge of boocs..w.as assessed, during the reading of.

the Monster, at th'e End, of the Book (Stone, 1972). The Pre-School nook.,
Handling Knowledge (Goodman, 1977) was integrated during the reading of

this book This opportunity for behavioral observation- was included in
< A..

the study to determine the knowledge itiese children had of,written mate-.

dais. During the reading, the inveitigator recorded each child's responses
. 40

. vrelative to the left -to- -right direction of print, identification of

letters and words, inverted print, differentiation between pictures and

print, word-by-1/prd matcifing, and the .general knowledge of story fomat..

concepts of itading aid Writing

In the present study each child's concepts and attitudes about reading
.

and writing were obtained from interviews' designed by Go,odman and Cox (1976)

and.Burke (1974). These interviews provided data on the language these'

chi ldren used to communicate about reading and, writing as (well' as thei r

ideas on the function and'purpose of print. In addittbn se:veral activities

were included that required' children to produce concrete samples of writing .

as well as to differentiage between writing and drawing.

Miscue Analys4s

The.Reading Miscue Inventory ,(RMI) (Goodman & Burke, 1972) was developed`
I -

to analyze an individual's Aral reading' When a per reads, they deviate

at times from the actual print represented on thelp The resulting oral
-0

deviation from print is called a miscue. The RMTprovides a series of

guestions which the researcher uses todetermine.the quality of the reader's

miscues. The questions involy,e,s'uh factors as dialect variation, intonation

shifts, and gr"ammatical acceptability. These questions fodus on the effect'

thateachreiscue.has on meaning' as well as on the readers use; of available

)12
0%

ti
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language cues. Percentages are determined _for each question by computing

the total number of miscues involving each question and the number of

miscu'el designating either high,--partial or 'low responses to the-nine

questions.
1'

The RMI,has'teen used in a variety of research studies. The effect

L

ofa saturited book.environment on miscues (Watsi:sti,

'Mexican American readers (Young, 1973), and miscues

readers (DeSanti, 1976) are some of the various topics explored in relation

to miscue analysis. Research studies utilizing the RMI have consistently

1973), i..01rJes of

generated by older

derionstrate4 that readers used thee three cue systems tp fin4meaning in

print.. However; only two studies (Brady, 1973; Gutknecht, 1976) have in-
%

ves ti gated the miscues of chi 1 dren who were ndt devel aping reading- normally.

Gutknecht (1976) found that learning ditabled children made the same types
t

of miscues of those children without learning problems. The differences
,.
betweeCthe miscues of the two groups of children appeared in the number

itlaw

of miscues and the number of successful correction attempts. Brody (1973)

also found that retarded readers made more miscues than the coMparison group

of proficient readers.

In the present study, those children who demonstrated the ability to
. ,

match the spoken word with words-in print during the book handling inventory
.

f %

were reqUested to read several selections so that miscues' could be analyzed.
. .

A-Wide range, of materials .were available tO meet the varied interests and "t

abilities of the ,children in the study. Each child read At least five

* :selections which were taped for further analysis. The stories intluded:

'The Cat, The Bird, and The Tree (Mackay, Thompson & Schuaff, 19731; My Momf
(Mackay, Thompson etchuab?. 1973); Sees Us Play (Bond, Darsey, Cuddy

Wise, 149i8); Max .(Raabe, 1974); ,Dee and the Bee (Granowsky & Orfe, 1973);

13
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and A Day At Home (Goodman .& Burke,'1972).

°. DATA ANALYSIS

The data from the. interviews were analyzed to determine each 'child's

concept of reading and writing. These ideas were presented in a descrip-

. tive.manner. so that the children's ,actual presentation of ideas were

maintained. The moderately mentally retarded readers provided data from,

a minimum of,five selections for analysis of miscue behavior according

Vto RMI procedures. TheSe oral reading datamere transferred to worksheets

for subsequent coding. These worksheets were scored and coded and retelling

Scores were calculated.

RESULTS '

1.

if

Information from the Home

Sixteen parents participated in the parental interviews. Five of the

children were from single Parent homes. Gilbert's mothei- spoke only

Spanish and did not complete the questionnaire while one Frank's father

began the questionnaire, but declined to answer all 'the questions. Two

of the childrin were living with adults other than their natural parents.
.

Thirteen of the parents had not completed high school, two had com-

pleted high school, and one parent had attended /2 years of junior college.

Eight parents were employed as laborers, four we blue collar workers,

three were unemployed and one was self employed.

All but five of the parents reported that they had learned to read at

school. Two parents.recalled that they had taught themselves to read,

acquiring that skill after high school, and two parents remembered that they

had been taught to read at home. Two fathers felt that they were poor

e

.?
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. readers' while all other parents responded that they were good. readers e ,,
..

. :
most of the time. The distinguishing. skills of good readers .a liflned .

by these parents were practice, understanding, speed, memory, spelling','

an .r, eir personal readingDjas..s1,._:

o ,

.

S, 4

%

parents mentioned such factors as reading faster, understanding
.

a wi

variety of reading, materials and spelling more words.. To i ent fy unknown

words, most parents used the dictionary or ask a spouse or friend. Sounding. .4

.,!.

out themord, "spelling the word or using contextual clues were other unknown
.

word identification techniques used by the parents.
.:

. - . *:-. 1

Eight parents routinely read the newspaper, seven read the Bible, four

read magazines, and three read books. Routine reading was indicated as

frequently as three Dr four times a weeCto twice a year. The Bible,_

Loretta Lynn, Pkyton Place, A Child's Garden of Verses, Black Beauty,

and Janegre were listed as memorable books read by the parents.

Parental questionnaires indicated that 3/4 (9) of the children were
.

rarely read to on a regular basis. One pareeindicated that her child
,

was read to at least one hour a week while the parelliiof two children

indicated that they were read to at least two hours a week,,

Parents indicated that five of the children watched T.V. for two

hours daily, five of thechildren watched T.V. for one hour daily, while

2 childrenotched a total of no more than 30 minutes a day. When asked

directly, fiveof the parents indicated their children did not watch

Sesame Street wh4ie eightindicated their-childrendid not watch Electric

Company. Except for one, all subjects watched Saturday moAing cartoons.

. ... _
.Only.one parent indteateUthat.cOldreW,s magazines were available

-,.

td.*e..cOljdr. Siciibk Pess,essed a,subii0446iiolkto Sports Illustrated.

,,-...
. Kelly's ffit4rteported,that'she pOrdhaked.-rthree'books!a%moOth for4her child.

, .
- . ... ,..4... ,

140, 1

. #' . .. -A ... ) ,.. ":.V.,, ; ' . , 10 : .
.1 i ; At, ,,...::-".. ",,'..- . C, 4 ;

' 4 ., r t'.., je.",..,
. ,t...t,* . , .`,"9 . . .

. .
. : :I $. %. ;)

: 1 - .1 :
I . 1:'; . . 1 t '.' fr. -.t... *

.; I, .' i i". th.. et..0. n.q. ,4. 4`. t
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Six of, these adolescent youth had never visittd the public library

'.whil'e:Arents of six other Wren indicated 'irregular visits to the

'

r.
'12

F

.4

ew' .

Parents of five of khe children indicated their ohildrdi accompanied

theirOn,Tess. than 5 -outingss, a week. Unacceptable social behavior was noted

as epromirieirtoreason for leaving these chillren.at home. Six pf-the dhildren

accompanied ttleilr4 parents.on at least four outings a week while one child

ccompanied:ki:S. parents at least six times a week.

Parents reportedtheirchildr'en's interest' in print in a variety of

ways. Nine tents felt their children could r ecognize twenty or more

letters while three credited their children for recognition of 10 or less

letters. Eight parents recalled their children wrote letters while drawing

at home a four pacents',seldom.ever noted production of letters, Eleven

parents identcf4ed, their children as recognizing less than ten words.. Only

, one. parent feltlier child cot1141 read more thin twenty words. Parents re-

.ported that four of thedff children seldom asked for assistance in identifying
. .4

printed words. 'Eight of the children, according to parents, expressed an

,occasional interest Ili identifying words. Parents reported six children
, 4 . .

- would occasionally ask to be read to,five children seldom asked to be read
. -. **

-.

.- , .

to and . .one child 'asked and was read to regularly, Parents of eight children'
responded that they'neVer observed their children attempting to identify

a word by sounding.ou tletter's while four of the children occasionally

. were obseOved. in this effort.. All but one parent reported their children
41; '

had opportunities to observe parental reading behavior.

Writing and. Spelling of Adolescent Moderately Mentally Retarded Children

twelve
'.:4

the w subjects were asked for two writi
..

asks an8sa
v

. .
, writing interview in order to:demonstrate their knowledge of abilltie6, in

. ,...

4.
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, writing. 'Al.1:twelve.chtldren were asked to write. Given the choice ofti,

s

I,

i

1:3-------

a

lined and' unliOtkpaper only one dhild; Nelly, chose unlioedlaper and
v %. -: .

produced a picture of a house and tree's. Nelly then responded to the't

.dirpctions "Write 4130 name" by producing her name, address, date, and
. - v

subsegu.cly Oroduced p list' of words to represent writing. All other ,.

---- , , .
children chose lined paper and produced some form of letters t'o represent I.

.- .- ... . ,. .

writing.. All children were 'able to spell their name correctly and ute -

Y . . o .
correct directional patterns- Oneichild was able to produce her name in

. .
,

cursive. All other writing was done in manuscript. The most carman .,
: .

.

4,

representation of writing presen.ted by these children was lists of words.
. . ,

The AbCss, addresses and da* tes were also presented as writing. Only OH

presented a sequence of words with punctuatiOn to represent writing (e,g;
.

"your name?", although he-copiedfrom the chalkbard): Karl produced random. .
... .

, letters to represent writing and Mark and Gilbert.filled the entire -page
).

-..
. . ,

with.one or two letters (e.g. a- a, c) when asked to' write. .

A second writing task ivolved the same procedure as the first writing

task except that no
4.
lined paper was .avail'able. The children were given- . \-.

on"! fned.paper and instructed to "write for me. Karl, who had produced a

sequence of two words on the.,first task, spelled his last,name incorrectly

and produced a sequence of lette'rs (e.g. owouoh) which he 'translated as
4 .

"writes. James had correctly written his name and produced letters-on task

one, attempted tfut
'
was unable to produce- his name consistently. However',

, .0.

he
4

produced numbers, some of which were reversed, to represent writing.

Mark produced an ,entire page of "ass's- and 'ic"'s on the first task drew
#1

. picture for ack two. -Demi produced the alphabet, a list, and her name

I and address on...r.be first task and drew a picture on the- second task.

Numbers were produced on this Second task by Gilbert who had produced an

t V

.
4

A

... ' 1 1;1

,
if

4

#
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entire Page.of a's in 'response to the first task. . 44. .4.,
,- ...

When chilsdren produced their names, addressei-oV. dates;.spOlibg was .t.f. / , . .." :;,
.

generally correct. Three children misspelled ttieir'iastnames. .FUor of .
. .. .

. .1: .
, .. the lists contained mlispelled words however the majority of :the Words.

were spelled correctly. ' Only in two cases were groups of.randontxletter51, '
.

used to ,represent writing. / .

.

, ,.
% . .

t
These children Atewed the purpose of writing (e.. 41hy do people

I .
write ?) in a var4ety of wayst.' Only one child did not respond to this , , ..

4re

question. - Qther responses did not indicate a conceptualization" of _the

purpose of writing (e.g. because, they' re left handed, someone taught me).

Laura saw the purpose of writing as a response to a. request, Paul said
.

to "get work done" And Karl'and Mark explained that the purpose of writing

was4o.wriie their name. Acquisition of knowledge (e.g. 1241earn) was
e

. .

MentiOned by Sedrick and Demi as a purpose for"rwriting. Eleven affirma-
-f

tive answe'rs were pro.duced when the children were asked i they wrote at

home' or at school. Karl responded that he did not write at home.
-. .

When the children were requested/to explain what was accomplished

during the process of writing or drawing they all described writing as .

involving words, usually their name, address,. etc. ()rowing was des-

'oribed by naming objects that could be diawn. A erzncrete writing/

drawing discri-mipation task was administered to each child. This° task
.

was composed of the child's own w riting and drawing productions. Each

4

child was asked "which' one is writing?", and "whichione is drawing?" Over

i
five trials with .the productions presented/in ragMom order, all' twelve

. A children completed the task successfully.
4 . ' (. /4, /. .

6
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The Reading Behavior of Trainable Mentally Retarded Agolessents

All subjects were asked questions from Goodman and Cox Book,Handling

Know,ledge Inventory (1977) and Preschool Concept of Reading (1977), Both

were.designed for children who were not reading. Behaviors and responses

were recorded it order to determine the childrey's knowledge of books,

purpqle for reading and exhibition of their reading behaviors.

While nine of the children could correctly identify a letter upon

request only six oi thelawere able tot correctly identify words. -,Avia

consistently identified words but was unable-to demonstrate an awareness

of the concept of "letter ". Only four of the children were able to

:differentiate upper Case vs.'lower case letters.

Nine children were able to demonstrate an understanding of the con-

, cept of page. The belief that a page must contain print caused, confusion

on the part of some of the children,

A14 but Karl and Avia4pre able to indicat where,reading in a,text

began. These two children were, joined 6 Mark o was unsuccessful in

attempting to indicate the direction of print. the children pro-
. 116:-

'duced_close matching .(i .e. within the printed line) between vocalized

S

r

. readirg and the text.' Three children produced exact matching between text

and vocalized reading.

Responses were varied when these'tmelve subjects were asked to read,

unfamiliar print. Demi did not respond while Sedrick was able to read the

text. Paul and,Sedrick attempted to read by sounding out the words. Four

children orally interpreted the story by using pictures as cues to the

meaning. Melly responded nonverbally 11,), moving her finger under the words

while Fran. demonstrated the correct eye movement for reading. Only Mark's
, r .

.

verbal production had.no,relationshiP to the story.

. These mentally. retarded children expressed diverse purposes for reading

..f- '....7
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. -(i.e..--1Why'lp people read?). Four children indicated gie4purposefor-----
.. ,.

,o4

:reading was -pleasure (i.e. BecaUse its fun.). Four other, children felt

.,
..., thf purOose for reading was the acquisition of knowledge (i.e. To learn

,t . . r
a :i 1,

.

. things or 'to understand books): One child mentioned a functional purpose

for reading . To help buy things.). Three children responded to this
',iv_

.

question with .a nno meaningful response (e.g. I don' t know, because they

1

have too much work, ors because

Nine .children mentioned that family members" would help them learn to

read more effectively. The other three children ,gave this responsibility

to the teacher. Seven of-the children felt that learning to read would be

easy as opposed' to very hard. Six children felt that having books read

to them or simply looking at books would.help them learn to read. Two

children mentioned memory (e.g, learn the 'book) as a method for learning

. ,

to read. Spelling the wards and knowing the ABC's were also offered,

reading acquisition strategies. Wearing glasses and getting help from

sisters or brothers were offered as reading instructional methodologies

All children were given an opportunity to provide data according

to miscue analysis .procedures of the Reading Mistiie Inventory (RMI)

(Goodman 4 Burke, 1972) , The, RMI involves 'a comparjson of expected re-

sponses and, observed responses and only three of the children were capable

of presenting reading s,trategies-effective enough. for miscue analysis.

Graphic similarity, sound similarity, grammatical function, grammatical

acceptability and meaning chang.tere studied.

Miscue Analysis involves having the reader read a complete selectiofl

without Interruption and retelling the selection afterward. Boththe reading

Andretelling are tape recorded for .further analysisA 'Analysis of miscues

informati6n -concerning the degree towhich the re'aden successfully

\
2u
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so_n5tructs,aeaning and the extent' to whi,ert-,fte.:41akes efficient use of the

. --- ----------,---- tg,: . 2 ,
. t

available cue systems. In addition, the **ids of cues and particular strate-

gies the reader relies on most strongly Crei revealed. Retellings provide
.....)

evidence of the degree and kind of compethhension tbat occurs, and in this
s , .

regard serve as a_further'indication of the success of the reader''s strate-

gies fof deWng with_ written language.

"'Omission was otie'bOf .the most common behaviors when unfamiliar words
.,

were Met in the text.' "SeTections were nft coded when a maljority of the'
.

mj scuts involved_ 4Inission.

One reader, -Jackie, was)will.ing-to exercise considerable risk in
,

her reading: She attrpted eadt wood resulting in a 74% high/Partial

graphic.'iirailarity and 44%Of her rescues' demonsttated no sound similarity
.-..... -

on thepretictablg. text selection., An example producing these percentages
' ,..-,;, .

is show! below; ., -

'...5, . ,-:.'...-- 2 : .. .4 '''

..the...-'-tat...1004:-143t,.,":" ',,, ' :

...... _.

- .. -_,.., ,. s. . . If

I.
,

4

, -

. .

A traditteria.1.14sal ready story"produtid misiiieS' w4h i high percentage, . ,

. . - --:of partiat:grapb And Ort-i4.11-4Q-tinclisAmileitty..,....., ._ ;
. ..,. -" .-- _ --, ......- -:.. ;,- :---.. . fe,..0.-?. i- ....., .: .. . r . :.

Jacki e ' s comi3O"..
V s' : 0,a 68% 1 oiof comth'ehensibn.r:. :,. .rs'

*'

.
t -" -;: - "' '. '". -, - '44. , . .

*and a 76% v&attriesS in' grgroaltiml -rela,tionships t- Itf'considering fifty
.

miscues, Jaolttha.d no sti.c;-eSs-tastrtfticiftSet 4riti lii act had Attempted tp:.-

;0. . sik;.`; "..***'S. ". s\
.4. . v efl,* :11 "1;1_10. ,

correct _Drily ,three: 'here, wo-re. We_ ,s sin titaAt i tterort
---4:-,,, --."--t -,:_:,,-.. .., --.- - . --. ,- . f---. - .. . .. ......-,-..- _. - z. -_ -,..-", -,,,,t :..*.;

.-- "::-:- A- ,:, --.- .... --,:- -. ," ..--, . ,.-, ...,-,-.! ,... 4..,.,..,. , ,,. .-si: -4.- t- 1 Ps -.1;-)476.-,i,*

hens ion patterns: anIzt...qr4iirtitt.101 relationship
i --,..,- ..,:- .- .,,::-,:, 7-,...-:. ,--:-,:- -... ,.-" ,:. . , ,...

... ...;,.,... ..-;:.,.,..... -,-,.0),... .....-21-e;t,

, ,. :_ - .: ., -" . . . . .'.,-, -- .6 -- *ik* .s..s: t.1.,.... ...Z. v*.Z.Z",,,W:,,-
of all three Selectfens. : .=::: , :,..*.:.;.-. . ,. .% 0 ; 4; : s' - ., '. ..\k",s, ''44 *'. --\,

Fifty-two' petcent of. Laura s- 4.11.ettpiecr,-qmas.190 . A1.1 .but
1 g, s'

OM SS ion resvited. in a ,lioss ,t)f-tomprehnsiOri.
--z- " . . f, .

t
substitution inVolved cooflitfr

.0

. .0,1"° "...''. - . ., A ..t. - .. .. ..._, ., ,1 ' . 7: '."' ..,,,,_. ,...."
l . '. ''.. I. 2 1.. .2._. ,.. ,,...

1 .. "I, ,,,.,f.i. n. ..% rr.,i-,' ---.:-. - -. . .- ,_ -:...,_,,-.. :. ...i,.. ..,....,_ -,,...,.--...,.te .. " ... .. ,
'; --" ....*:* ''' '''''` : -_ Att --. .2 ';:1:.' ' 't,.,_. ....f.:-...... . f .0 ..,

°f:'11044tts
,

.
.1"1. Q 774" * ;1" :A .4. It'W

, :, 4
; , ..;.

"4.4.
\';`.<#4,\. 1.4$1/4N.'",
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one miicue Laura successfully attempted to correct is deinonstrated ii1the

-text -bel-ow:

the big cat jumps

fro the branch

The one unsuccessful attempt she made at correction is -shown below:

1..0m4.711,
.

//wimult.t,
the ca runs to the tree.

3
.

Laura's 'omissions and Tack of correction strategies resulted in a

'pattern involving 77% comprehension loss *nd a 72% weakness in grammatical

relationships. Laura produced very simila.r patterns of gramaticarrelation-

ships and comprehension acrOsi the three stories.

Sedrick's grammatical relationships and comprehension patterns seemed
,

to b-e primarily. affected by the reading involving imi ted vocabulary 'from

the traditional basal reader story. His miscues produced .a 44% loss of

comprehension and 39% weakness in grammatical relationships while reading

the ''basal selection. Sedrick's miscues produced ih reading other texts

resulted in an 80% boss of comprehension and 80% weakness in grammatical,

'relationships.
, .

Although Sedrick's miscues involved.many omissions (66%), substitution,.
miscues involved a great

, .
percentage.of high/pirt4a1

-

he read. .4drick's only a

Misc,ue is shot;in below: :;%

-laritYin- all texts' that

Jane at-d,,,`,`,14rok,

sound and grahpic simi-

ttempt to correct a

The retellings, of these stories, were brief and .fnvolved much probing; ... . , ,. .

from the investigat or. Many times the retellings involied story:lines not
. .N .

...;>,,
-. , ,

:,;...N, 44, -, Zle, preSent in the selectiOns . Often incorrect .informationn, was offered even-; : .tt-IA..... . . ,,,,
..),2,. i -44;e: ,v ,,

-...p,
. .

k,, \...... A S & s ^ '41.4.:4. If:sZv ..k. a

,41b44g?..4..

. .

'-i4,40,SP.t.4 4
4 -4.
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with very direct probing. Story lines appeared to be held intact by

pictorial Cues./ This was apparent as information directly from the
,

pictures was offered during the retellings (e.g. Sedrick explained that

19

the cat in the story was orange. This information was only available

from the picture.) Another indication that pictures were offering many

informational cues was apparent when the three child;-en were asked to '

read .a portion of the story without pictures,. Miscues from this s4ction
e .

of the,reading deihonfitrated inefficient reading strategies:

4. tuvr..czwai-r
Little robin red breast

a.e,t th, .

sat, u or a tree.

-,08(21(-
up went pussy cat

1

Discussion

)1 The parents of thes,e twelve moderately mentally retarded children were -

. .

,

characterizedAy low educational 'levels with occupations concentrated in blue

collar and unskilled labor positions. :Will fet4 exceptions parents were con-

sistent' in describing their personal concepts of reading.. Most parents felt

tha,t competence in reading was acquired 'through comprehension and practice

and tkat good !eiders maintained "the?r skills thrOugh practice. Although
I , .

illot pargOt"telt thti ,were good readers their expressed unknown word iden-
--

-: A.

:-tiftfan skills (e. g. ut-ilizing of the dictiongry, sounding out the word,,, .

',asifing for assist4nce), indicated analytical ski3ls"iiifich would characterize

.,,inefficient or dependerit rea'din4.0-ehaviors...{Goo'dman &., Burke, 1971). Con- ,.

.. ,,:, ....., &( ; -. ,,... '''' .,. : :'i.- g
:.. cter'rently,,:soutine realinlkof.;<thispiirebtal group was minimal, therefore

.:. '<27 %.' , i -'-
ii4tily. ipstricttng 1110,r' ch.tlikenis ,opportunities to observe this crucial

.,..'ifioilel'i.- ac' iiii- iii.(iffseman,ltprY."Clino.ther limitation encountered in those .

,...,..::.-.

itii,thinperitst .yiks.;4 lack of variety ih printed material for bpth children
,.....-- -,

.,,....1,00v- . 3,...)0
...----..--,.., .

... '-"i ..
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'and adults. Books other than the Bible were the least mentioned vehicle

for reading'aetivity. The only read on a daily basis was the

Btble.

:

One other limitation found i n' the home'eadropment was the lack of

time, spent in oral reading to the child thus restricting their opportuni-
.

tjes for exposure to print. Although these Children are at a chronological

level in which adults do not normally read aloud, thex are at a reading ;I
1 4W

. ,

development stIbe where oral leading would be beneficial. Aside frpm the

fact that these are Older children, interviews with them strongly indicated

that they enjoyed this activity.

Most parents related that television was a major entertainment vehicle

for their children, however, educational programming (e.g. Sesame Street,

Electric Co.) was secondary to commercial programming (e.g. cartoons).

Opportunities for exposure to,print outside the home (e.g. library visits,

shopping trips). were severely curtailed since these children were rarely

included in these activities.

Without regard to its etiology, the home does not appear to be an

instrumental factor in the accidisition-and utilization of reading skills.

It would appear that tinder these circumstances, the children of these

parents would not recognize the importadoe of reading through their inter-
,

action with the home environment.

,

Writing and Spelingtof Moderately Mentally Retarded Adolescents

These children, responded with little variance when asked the purpose

of writin (i.e. Why do people writ). Children 'explained the function of

writing in a utilitarian fashion (i.e. writing name, get work done) they

never indicated that meaning was conveyed by their own print production.

an.

24
a-
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Some children demonstrated confdsion between writing and drawing. Most

confusion was evidenced when they were asked to verbally express differences

between writing and draWT-ng. Tifi--iAy well have a result-a-their

limited verbal, expression skills. Less confusion was dqmonstrated when the

children were asked to drew or to write. Only three children were confused

in their attempts to respond to this request. When concrete discrimination

was required all children were successful at indicating the difference be-

tween writing and drawing.
.474.

The total print production ;f4llese children was confined to the

Pk+
following items: 1) first and last ni0g; 2) addresses; 3) city and state;

4) date; 5) alphabet (upper and lower case); 6) isolated letters; and

7) isolated words usually in list form. With.one exception, all of print

production could be traced to their present as well as previous classroom

exposure.to pript. Other than one of Karl's responses (e.g.,uowouoh"=write),

there appeared to ,0 no.original print generation. Mo child wrote any seg-

ment larger han a word. All children demonstrated some capacity to eepro,

;duce writing ex ected of.them in a particular instructional program (i.e.

sightwords, alphabet, name% and addresses) . No chfl d was able" produce
.

meaningfdl thoughts through written language. For the most part, the ability

to convey meaning through written language had not been an instructional goal

in their past elucational histories.-

Reading of Moderately Mentally Retarded Adolescents

4

There appeared to be greater interindividual differences between child-

ren's reading behaviors than what was.noteJ in their writing behaviors. To

determine book handling knowledge, eleven skills were identified for the

purpose of analyses. While no one was"'successfully accomplished by

all 12 childrenlall eleven, skills were correctly responded to by at least

0
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. one child.' Due to 'the e scatter of correct responses. determining skill' .. , -

. accomplishment, no predictable pattern or sequence of book handling
..

. I

,

--sk-i-11-semergedfrom-analYiei of these data. The book handling ,ski'll

. *L '

accomplishment ranged from a high of 9 out of 11 by SedriCk-and-bur-a---
,

7.---, ----_. .

to 1 out of 11 by Karl. Parent intervtews in home-background failed to

'disce,r4 any $particular discrepancy that might account, forty wide .vari4-
.i

tion .tn children's book handling ability. Therefore, children's

.
educational history was investigated to determine cannon characteristics

which might 'account for. 'similarities between Laura's.arid Sedrick's book
..., ,...

,

handling abilities as well as Karl's lack of ability,. The common factors
..,

. .

were age, previoUs, educational programing, and instructional consistency.
°

Laura and Sedrick were among the youngest children in the group while Karl
, .

.

was one of the oldest. Also, Laura and Sedrick had the same teacher for

the previouS two years in elementary school. and their teacher emphasiied

the language experience approach. Karl, on the other hand, ,had two

different teachers for the last two years and those teachers concentrated .

, ...

on sight words, rote NO tation and writing of the alphabet. Laura's,,

. /
and Sedrick's educational program stressed printed language generation

. . .

(Le. language experience, stories) while Karl's instructional program had

stressed copying from the board or working preparKI ditto sheets. While
. . .

previais educational goals for Laura and Sedrick included a variety of
I

experiences with bOoks (e.g. library'reading) Karl's previous educational ';

prodramming made no.reference to the utitization of books.

The children's expressed purposes for reading were far more realtistic ,

, .. 6' OF. -- .

'and reasonable than those purposes expressed for writing. The purposes
. ,., . .

that were ntioned stressed pleasure, acquisition of knowledge, and utility. ., ... . .,

These res nses suggested more exposure and interaction witti the reading
`tt , s

i . 0

26 10 \
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process (i.e. older siblings doing homeviork;'readi 11 for pleasure) . ..6"

. In discus$1ng who would teach .them to read, only three children' dele-

gated that responsibilfty to the teacher Ohilethe remainder of the children
:

-j
, felt that some Amily:memberyould asiist them in acquisition of reading

skirls. This're-sult is2.64tremely ironic as well'as'professionallg dis-,
.

4
appointing: in the fce of_the child"renis seven to nine years of formal

education,Ihe advent of sophisticated teachinTtechnologiesl tremendous

advances in teacher education .and curriculum develeipment,.an4 over 1500

studies in the past decade on learning processes and applications relative

to the.mentally handicapped population (Robinson & Robinson, 1976; Zeaman

1974). It is rather clear that the majority of &ese chiTdren = ceive . at.

4

their eddcational managers'as ineffectuafacilitator n the acquisition

Of reading ability.
.

**

On the other hand,'as these childr, perceived their parents as a

Aprimary source of instruction, their parenti did not appear.to posqess a

great deal of objective knowledge about their children's, reading and writing

While parental data and classroom data correspond in assessing

children's abilities to recognize letters:, classroom-based data contrasted

with parental reports' relative athe.childrenis ability to recoghtze words,

requests for a$s

in word, identificat
,

O

tance in identification of-unknown word, and interest

on and meaning. While eleven parents identified their
UV

_children as recognizing less than ten worSiek41.! 'dTissroom-based data, demon-

.

. stilted that most Children could reciphize and write at least ten words.

A greAer disparity between'p&rentallreports and classroom data was noted in

A
. assistance requested for identification of unknown words as well as frequency

. of attempts to identify unknown words. These behaiiors were noted daily in
. . . .

. . .-.

.. .

the cfassroom while parents did not recall these b1ehaviors occurring in the
.
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home. This marked incongruence may be mother indiqtio d.that reading
, ,

and writing are not salient features of the Wome environment.

" 24

'

Seven of the children felt that learning to read', would be very easy:.
,

This response was offered by these children evenafter several unsuccessful

years where reading instruction was attempted. It appears that even with

a background of failure these.childrenIste) feel thit learning to read is a

possibility." Several of the children,offer.ed reasonable readiiv.acquisition
",

techniques. Six children felt that they would-learn to read by bein9 exposed

to books. One child meritiOneti memory as ,ar reading acquisition technique. it

has been suggested that early readers may employ memory.reading when )earning:

to read (Doake, 1979) 'or that troubled readers may benefit:from th4 techni- .

'flue (Chomsky, 1976).
ak.

The three children providing oral reading miscue data tndicated.an

.overfill 1adk of word identifieation strategies by their repeated omissions

. of unknown words, These readers appeared add depend on thegraphere/phoneme.
.

.

1

cue system to the exclusion of the other two system& 0:indicated below
. .

ti

.

- the cat lopks up.

1.14-friv-e
he sees the bird

t 4

« ...

, The readers did produce miscues involving use of the syntacticiand.semantics

:cue system; . , .

..

,

,4w12.44444k

the cat is near the tree.

Occasionally'reading behavior involving dialect would produce meaningful

miscues.
4.

a
-
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. aily dame to play.

I .
s :

r!' -go(-6:),'
. Skip loolcid

One eiplanationfOr the high graphic/soUti4 similarity of miscues may

be suggested in an examination Of these.children's past instructional

his/orr n which drill in sight words and founds was a major eilphases.'

This instruction might explain MiscuesIQ:Oft subsPtuted words
_ .

beginning with the same 'letter as unknown words As demonstrated below':,

,
. .
..

. .
, -.441/"2 WU/ 4

text: 'atch me. fyou can

61,A,
text: Skipcame to play $

... , ,
, . 4

. .
.. 4

Lack of dorrection strategies also affected comprehension. T e
, 0 .

,
,.

readers did not attempt to Correct miscues which distorted the meaning.
s

4

This behavior would .suggest that the children were not cognisant of the
.

. .

tact that reading should be meanInga

Omission of words, high graphic/sound,simt)arity of miscues and

. . . . .
.

t

absence of correction strategies typified thew readi ng behavior of the three

. readers. Each of these responses, indicabll that the reader is unable to
f I

produce oral.reading which'soundi like language. o

4,

The data reveals that children view parents an influential feature

in the reading acquisition process, but i -fact the home appears to offer .

little.systematic instruction or, posure to print. Concurrently, while

teachers ideally offer_initi-uctional programs and 'systemat ic imstruotion"

* es well as opportuhities for exposure toirint the data reveal that these

efforts yiild felqualitative a i f fe r en c e v409 n e s e twelve MMR children 4111

(i.e. actual reading behaviors, concepts of reading).
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.

4, lists and messages are all activities that would involve children in the .

.

m ace *l: ''''*.
..4

4 f

..

tionaluse of print.,
X

a,,.
, .

,...
,

. .1 While4opportunities in the home environment for growth in reading and-
,

. . . .
. - .

writinOehavior can readily be accomplished, the school environment remains

0

IMPLICATIONS.

L
26

,

e

The data collected from the parent interviews as well as t ildren's/

t ..
a.

f'

reading, annul
..,

riting 'inventories strontly suggests a to infuse a
;

practical
: -

awareness of reading and writing into the environment. Parents treed to
. e

.

be infor med that the e home-enviropmnt can be easily and.inexpensivel.i adapted

.
A ' 0. "f

to provide an enhanced a sptiere Tor print awareness. Writing materials

such as pens, p markers, crayons; and paper should be made available.

to the child4n. Books and other printed material should be' readily avai -

b hrough.liereyy visits, cooperation Ulth.the school (e.g. lending

library), and community sharing of printed material between neighbors,

friend's, and relatives.

ir

rther encouragement of a child's interest in print allows develop-t

meat of functional,uses of written communication,. Letter writing, grocery

a.virttialWV4tapped resource to improve children's

behavior."
k
Preiloms educational goals as determined

tional tlistoriet reflect quantitative changes (e.g.

qualitative language

by these childfen's instruc-
,

write letters of the alpha-

All'
bet, increase,sight word vocabulary). QuAitative achievements can be acbom-

plished in eduC4ional'setting by changing educational goals and -objec-

tives as well as utilizing a language model thatstresselqualit4tive growth

com01.ehension based, whole language model). Meaningful reading and

ti
. N

writtng'shopla become an integral and systematic part of the child's daily

educationai..experiences.

.1/1

,4
-,. ,

, 3u
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,,,.. Writing needs to be presented as a natural language activity,:. Thd

children's sptiTing should ge accepted in its present stage.of development;
.

This approach,focusei.on the message while deemphasizing, the importance of

the:mecnanicsiof traditional spelling in the writing efforts of retarded :

, 1.-

individuals. Perhaps the children in the present study produced only lists

t
opwqrds due to their previous instructlional expectattons. Those goals

. -.4
.1. ,e

,stressed corrdCtitess over meaningful-4 thought production. Natural interest

in writing/ski:ling should be encouraged through funCtional'adiivities

(e.g. writing permission slips to go to the layatgry, prodilcing request

slipS far checking out classroot materials for home use, and note taking

ilctivities)!Writing opportunities can be accomplished in a .nor- threatening

.. -
... .

,.. ,...

atmosphere where children allefree to practice, experiment and explore.

. .,-/
,..

...
print production-d1 1pulation. These activftits would help 'Wen' increase

-
their present els pf writing and spelling behavibrI.

iierous opportunities-should be provided for reading at school. Reading

aloud to thesd children should be' employed for enjoyment and .concept develop-
*

ment.in various padpaiic areas. The teacher's oral reading will acquaint

. ;.

chfldreh
,

with a variety of printed material and writing styles that would

normally'exceed their reading ability as well as Orovidt an approach model

4 A

of reading.behavior (Waskett &,Lenfestdy, 1974) Teacher sustained oral reading

(SO) (Feldman-, 1980), can be implemented asan uninterrupted oral reading

period ( Feldman, 1980; Haskett & Lenfestey, 1974)., ,At this time reading,

for futictional purposes (i.e. recipes, television guides, menus) as well

as enjoyment and learning,can be accomplished.
(

Although Sustained:Silent Reading (SSR) is not routinely utilized with

the mentally retarded In instructional programming, thesd excepti5n-al children

should have 'the opportunity to spendiuninterrupted time with printed material

If
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3l

_ ,

___settlnghy incorporating practical reality bped activities into tNe deify

reading progrdm. Reading the
.

cafeteria menu, directions for games and
. .

4
28

they enjoy. this should be done in addition to regularly scheduled

reading activities esigned for recreatJoh, learning and enjoyment, This

activity would

behavior. All

also allow opportunity for theW.0v to model reading

children need to see adults, siblings and friends gain

pleasurefrom reading. This procedure may be implemented with mentally

retarded children scheduling only 3 toS minute intervals where children
-

, .

and adults exclude all activities but reading. This time could'be in-
.

creased as children learn to increase their attention to printed materials.
.

Meaningful readinexperiences can be provided in the instructional

hobbies, newspaper comics, empty grocery boxes and container, street signs

and mapsi and media' commercials and announcements all have direct applica-

tion to more nprmalized community living.
.."

Teachers must be.assisted in becoming more influential persons in

these children's reading acquisition process. A common factor found in all

. .the children in the present study was their dependence on significant others

to, gain meaning from print. "This high dependency appeared go be a function

Of the acquisition process. While these children demonstrated high motiva-

tion, although historically failure-satuyed 4s evidenced by their limited

ociess to reading, #11 children demonstrated that they had accomplished

much of the instructional content and sequence of their reading program

objectives. A11 of the reading programs, except.the ohe employed with

Laura and Sedrick had stressed isolated reading skills (i.e. letters recog-

nized, sight word,rote expresOon).;rhis prbgression of letters-to-words -

word combinations and then to sentences failed to produce even one child

who was able to read efficiently.

3A

A
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4.

*

. .

A probibitive.factor)limiting the implementation of a comprehension
. .

based-whole language modeT of reading instruction may be, the administrative

necessity required by federal law (i.e. PL 94-142) of utilizing instructional
r

7,
1

-

goals and objectives that 'require observable; measureable quantitative be-_

havioral changes. Each child requires an Individualized Education Program,

(IEP) that stresses' teacher accountability for the child's educational pro-
,

gress. Evaluative instruments that

be Utilized. Few instruments whiCh

are presently ava14131e or employed

to be aware that qualitativegrawth

dembnstrateinstructional progress must

measure qualitative changes ,(e.g. RMI

on a wide scale basis. Teachers need

can be adapted to IEP requirements by

stressing goals that can be measured in terms of behavior (i.e. increased

evidence of semantically acceptable miscues, ability to predict in reading)..

Even thou41,none of these children were efficient readers, many were

able.to express rather sophisticated ideas about efficient methodologies

that could be utilized to gain reading proficiency. Teachers shquld not

,

overldok the possibility that some efficient instruction techniques may be

suggested by children (i.e. memory reading, exposure,to print). Thesestrate-

gies may characterize,their individual learnipg styles All significant people

. -
involved in the reading acquisition process includi the student may make,

important contribptioni towards more productive instructional techniques in

this critical language area.

Researdh Imp/rications

The present study gave additional support to the belief that descrip-

tive.research with mentally retarded children can yield valuable Information

without the necessity of including Ponretarded control groups (Strieb, 1977;

Raumanauskas,.1972). In fact,several researchers (Baumeister, 1967; Estes;

19704 Haywood, 1970) contend that comparison of retarded and rionretarded

3 ,)"
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O

children, display s6 many inter-individu41,differences as to make the results

of coinparative.studiei extremely difficult toy interpret. Therefore, continued'
i . ,.

-,
descriptive. research wrfhoutthe necessity of including chronLgical age or

mental age maicbed or equivalent control groUps appears-to be a,justifiable

research paradigm. This. does not exclude the pOssibiltty of utilizing non-

retarded childrenwith:retarded individiaTs in the same study; but such costly,
4

time consuming efforts Shauld'be Well justified on the basis of strong theore-
A.

tical(and/or empirical rationale.

Since the classroom assignment,of mentally retarded children is_ generally

more flexible than the classroom assigilent of nonetarded children, 14niJage

.

'' model testing may be readily accomplished through programmatic research. The

instructional approach towards reading and writing which encourages meaningful

language usage (i.e. whole langgige approach) may be ekaluated by comparing

more traditional- approaches suckas phOnics in the natural instructional

setting across various levels and categories of exceptionality (i.e. language

learning disabled, mildly mentally retarded).

While a plethordof research studies have fpcused on the quanitative .

aspects of reading development (i.e. sight words, lette; names) of exceptional

,

4s well as non exceptional populations, minimal attention hasieen given to

.

oral reading responses in relation to use of semantics, syntax, and graphor

phonemic relationships' Such research would lead to possible differences of

a qualitative nature as opposed to differences of a quanitative nature.

Qualitative, language research is in much.demand of investigatory attention

(Mercer & Snell, 1977).

1

' Research is needed to determine if qualitative differences between

children lead to quantitative differences. Should qualitative aspects of

reading and writing be identified and correl4ted with1overall achievement

.3.1
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PARENT QUESTIONNAIRE
AV

Child's Name Birthday

Sex " Number of older brothers

Date.
.

Directions: 4Por each`

closest todescribing

Sisters

question, please circle
yoyr child's behavior.

..Does your child poiat-oOtt the name letters of

Seldom occasionally very

'

the _response that comes

the Alphabet when playing?

r

ow many/different alphabet litters'does.your child try to

t.

less than 5
4

about 1O

often' .

print? -

morethan 20

Does your "child recite the whole ilphab'etwithout any mistakes?

seldom occasionally

If your child prints, what case does he use?

uppir.(capital letters) lower both

GJ someone teach your child to .read;

no one 'older brother Or:Oster

very often

$

parent/other

f other, pleds6 explain,
/ ..

If someone is teaching your child, what is being to ugh? Circle any
being taught. 1

I ' A(1

letter names
`printing lettprt
readitlyords,-..

speltiog-wcwds-

lettersotindt
printing iiordv_f
reading stories

4 other.
- ., .

Doet your child read books by him or A,' self? .

.

no

words
...

What new woids haite. you no.titedyOur child reading? List as many as you

can think of (but rho ,more than 15)that he.identifie0,..For example, did-
your child point out and: read labels on foods, words in books or
magazines? I am interested in which.printed words.y our child notices. 4

.recently. . 4

: .a.
11e

a.

'
-..

..
A '-'"7-' .:.r .

41
.

r
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+ occasionally often

1
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PARENT QUESTIONNAIRE

How many printed words altogether do you think yoUr child can read?

Less, than 5 7 about 10 more than 20
. .

.

Does,yourThild ask'for a printed word to be read him/her?
seldom occasionally ver often'

Does Your child try to identify a printed rid by sounding out he
letters?

.:% 40

seldom occasionally very often

Does your child *11 out the letters in printed words?
11140-

seldom. - occasionally very often

How many alphabet letters dolyou think your child can recognize?
.

less than 5 about 10 over 20
. .

How often is your child read to at home per'week?

,.-lest than 1/2 hour about 1 hour

ow often does. your child visit the publqlibrary?

2

'more than 2 hours

irregularly monthly once or twice a month .weekly

Does your child have a subscription to a thildren's magazine?

np
-

yes please identify theimagazine

Does your child aik io have favorite books reread?
., .

, very'often occasionally seldom

s.

What is the average time your child watches T.Y. per day?

Less than 1//2 hour ab hour more than 2.hours

Does your chili h a; story-records at home?

'very often occasionally

Does your child watch' SeseleStreet oil T.V:?

seldom

k
4 ,

'occasionally

V

Ai*

. seldom

very often

....

hv
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PARENT' guiEsTi ONNAIRe

Dbes your child watch Electric Company on T.V?

seldom occasionally very often

Does your child watch Saturday-A.M. cartoons on T.V.?

seldom occasionally . very often
.

Does your child talk to you about Seiame Street or Electrik Company
material?

seldom occasionally yeti often,

How often does your child go on outing with you ftrips'to special
Maces, shopping, visits to friends, etc.)

38

3

Less than twice a week about four, timis.a week more than six'
times 4 week

Does your child own any alphabet ;books?

no one several

Or

I

9

4
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INDIVIDUAL WESTIONNAIRL,
..

o

. . .

4.4

If postfble, bothparents shodfd fill out this page.
,

6

Please identify part completing this page as.06ther or Father
\.

Hots did you learn to reaciti

0

School home self-taught Aber

Do you think.y0d ire a good, reader ?,
6.

4.

V

yes someitmes , no
.

What' makes a good'reader?
0 . 4

P

What would e1 Tfke to- do better as a :reader?.

' 4

4

- 39

When you come:to a. 4461 you don . krlow; what do you do?

"- O'

0 v.

What do you 'read ti)utinely? ; How often?
4 *

.
What do, you like totr4a,d1

I 4
s-

Is there anything yoU t like'to'read?,,

-00 you reColl a tspeclal Thook or the-most memorable thing you have .read?

A.
Does yoor child see ybOrread? . yes nq

What is

C ;
ficcupation3'4!'

ait

How._ far did you go, in -school ? .6

Did not compfete Rigb School' Highe'School College Graduate School.,

HOW many parents-are at Nome with this child?

4-4

, 6 ,
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BOOK HANDLING KNOWLEDGE INVENTORY

Ot

I TEM ADMINISTRATION . / INSTRUCTIONS RESPONSE CHILD'S RESPONSE

1 Show book; title covered by
hand. Flip over pages.

2 Displaying book.

3 Displaying book.

4 -Present wrong way up
and back towards S.

5. Turn to page 3

6 Give the bOok to child.

't

'That's this called?"
"What's this thing ?"
If child answers with'
the name of the booic,

record and ask "What's .

(say name of book given
by child?

"%at do you do with
it?"

"What's inside it?"'

"Show me the front of
this book" 'Take the
book and open it so
that we can read it
together.

Hold en to a page and
say "Wow me a page
in this book." "Is

this a Page?"

Read this to me.

it

"Book" "Story Book"
"Story" Name of Book

"Read it" "Look at it"
"Tell 1.:t" "Open it"

"Story" "Picture"
...s4ordset f t

"letters" "chinas."

Any indication of front
or first page.

Point to. page "Yes"

Record all responses
N,

.
'I

I



7 If doesn't read the
back does inappropriate
book reading continue:
give the book to the child.
Read the first page. \--

8
t

TUrn to the next page.

4

9 .Show the page to the child.

10 . Show the page to the child.

11 Contin5e to shave the page

Read the page.

13 if there is'print on both
pages display the pages.

going to read you
this story. You show
me where-to start
reading." 'there do
I begin?"

"Shad me the top of
this page." "Show me-
-the bottom this page._

"Show me With yout
finger exactly where

,I have to begin
eading."

"Show me with your
finger which way I go,
as I read this oage.

.

"Mere then?" (This

may already have been
done or stated in #9,
if so,credtt but do
not repeat.)'

"You point' to the
story while I read

'it. (Read slowly)

"Where do I go now?"

fir

e.

Indicates print on first
page

Indicates top edge or
toward top. Indicates
bottom of page or towards.
bottom.

. Points to the first word
on the page.

Left to right, on the page.

Top line to bottom line,.

Exact matching of spoken
word with written word.
Close matching.

Points to the first
lint of print on the
next page.

4

116



14 Read the next two pages.
If possible ,turn to a page
with print and a picture
on it. Turt the book ;

upside'ddwnwitfiout the
child seeing you.

15 Show how to use masking
card to close the "curtains"
over the "window." (Use

two pieces of black
cardboard.)

16 Open "curtains"

17 Open "curtains"

.18 Remove card

19 Read to end of story.
Close book and pass it
to the child.

20 t Get at tanprehension

21 leave the book with the
child.

. 22 Title page pointing

Can you or Tread this
now? Why or why not?

"Let's put some of the
story in this window.
I want you to close the
curtains like this
until I can see just..
one letter." "Now
FETTTi67Tetters."

"Now close it until we
can 'see just oneword."
"Ncwjust'two words,:"

"Shaw me the first
letter in a word-
any word. '

"Shaw me a capital.
letter -.any capital
letter,"

"Show me the name of
the book" or "Name of
story?"

'

"Tell me something
about the story."

';Show me the beginning
of the stbry." "Show
me the end of the
story."

"It says here (Read
title of the book" by
..(Read the

author's name). What.

does by...(say author's
name) mean?"

One letter Correct
10 'letters correct

1

1 word correct
2 words correct

First correct
Last correct '

Points clearly to a
capital letter. Points
to any capital. letter.

Cover, ily-leaf or title
page.

Opens bock to first page
and points to the. first
ltz erns to last page

"He wrote it." "He made
up the story." "He made
the book."
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PRE-SCHOOL CONCEPTS OF READING

Name of child: Date:

Age of child (years & months):

Name of interviewer:

43

At>

SeX:

(Please use a cassette tape recorder for the interview if possible)

1. Do you know how to read? i

2. Hya did you lemcnhcm%to read?

a. Did somebody help you learn to read? If yes, who?

3. Do you Wm to read?

4. What do ybu like'to read?

5. Do you want to be able to read?

6: How will you learn to read?

7. Does-someone have to help you learn how to read?

8. Who do you think will help youlearn how to read?

9. Do you think that you could learn' to read by yourself?

10. Do you thinklening to read will be easy/bard?

11. Why do you think learning to.read will be easy/hard?

12. Do the people you live with know how to read?

13: Do they ever read to you? Who?

14. What do they read to you?

15. Do you like it? Why?

16. What do you look at while you are being read to? (Probe with
".Anything else?")

Jo

17. If.I said I'm going to read you,a story what would I do?

.

18. If I said I'm going to tell you a story, what would I do?

19. Is it possible to read with your eyes closed?

"Yes/No", ask "Why"?

+4



I

20. Do you hive a T.V.?

.-21. Does anyone in your house ever read inthe kitchen?

a. What?
.

b. Living roan: Bedroan

44

(Try to get 90064, maiazines and newspapers and labqls without using

those words. rkarask. directly about them.)

22. Do you ever go to'the store with your parents?

23. Why do people read?

25. Do you speaka language?

26. What do you speak? .

`.4

0

4

5.-
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PRE- 56100L 03-10EPTSP OF WRITING

Name of- ctil'idt

45
.

12.

Date:

r , Age of child (years nrinths):

Nan of interviewer:

Sex:

, .
(Pl4ease use a cassette ,tape recorder for tne4nterview if pAssible)' .

-
dt>,

oe.f&

el

1. Write fol!Ine .(Have pap4, unlined paper, pencil, pen, Tri/titc
. A.

.

marker and crayliktiti 'front f If child says no .say write yob name for me.

2. Read me what, you wrote.
I.

3. Tell me atiout what you wrote? What's 'this and this?
,4.
4

etc )
t.7

4. -Write me a letter?.

5. Do ;rou write at home or school?

6. What do yoti write?

p why do people write?

.4

r

, I

. 4

(Get ac terms word, letter,-
.

e

. -

B. Draw' tre a"picture.
..

-.. .. .. %

9. is drawing itingi How? 0r 'why- ,. .

10. If th child can't write his/her own name then..write,thiee
10
different looking

( ,
, na mes including the chti/s and ask hirti: to read hfs name..

4

.

p

lv-

0(45

4 r
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e

I ;
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READit

- Name

Occupation
A

Sex Interview Setting

---

.Education Level

Sate

I. -When yod are reading and you =eta satithing you don't know, What do rou do'?
)

'2. 'Who i a good reader that you know? Sk abotit teacher)

3. That makes her/him a good reader?

4. Do you think that s/he, ever canes to sdltething s/he doesn'tI:now when s/he's
ieadixsr?

Yes When s /he does came -to something s/he doesn't krow-, what do you thing .

s/he' does' about it?. .

No Suppose that s/he does cane to something that s/he doesn/t pretend to
know. What do you think's/he does about it?

. If you know that samemellas having difficulty reading blow would you help
that perboh? .

a
J. What would

your
- teacher do to help" that peiSon?

A. How did yodraean toread/

That aid {then /you) do to help you learn?

9. What would you like to do better as a reader?-

10. Do you, think that you re a good reader? Yes No

Additional Questions: ,

11. What. do you read

. 12. What do 'yciu like

13. pan

a.

z

routinely? Like eerday or everyweek?

most of all to read?

remember any special book or the mast mamorable thing you have

,

ever read ?'

.
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READING MISCUE ENVENPORY: EVALUATION

. . %

by Yetta Goodman and Carolyn Burke and Margaret Lindberg.

WORD LEVEL SUBSTITUTION IN. CONTEXT: EVALUATION

Fe

Evaluation- of the. following questions indicates whether the student is
making, appropriate use of grammatical function and of the graphophoniq
cueing system, Ouestions 1,2, and 3 are answered for only word level
substitution miscues. Under column headed Text list the word that is
involved in a substitution miscue. Next to7117," under the column headed.-

1P. Readei .fist the word which the reader substituted. Answer the following
questions for each of these pairs; of words If. dialect is involved

"place a d next to the reader's substitution.

4

, .
, 61. GxaPhic SimilArity: How much do

Ok
the two words 'look alike?

4

high TWO of their three Tarts are similar.
Beginning and middle
Beginning and end.
Middle and end,

some ONE Of their three parts is similar.
Beginning or general configuiigag.
Middle.,
End -

47

'none "NONE of their three parts are similar.;

-02. Sound Similarity: How Mouch.do the two words sound alike?

-high TWO of their three parts are similar.
1 Beginning and middle.

Beginning. and end .
. %

, -
Middle and' end. .

. . ,

some" .OVEt of "their diree parts is similar.
%. ., ..
., . ..,

.
i Begiqningor-general configuaration..

,.
. , . .

, .0
; .

-4 ., Middle...

: . a ' . .1
End r '* ."

03 Grammatical Anction: ..." Is the grammatical function of the4 reader's
-.,

ek. word the sAm0 as thd ,grammatical function of the
text word?: CIO hel0 answer this question read the
text sentence 141Aothe reader ts miscue in it..). ,,

, ...

. ,

.- .

same The reader's miscue is the .same
.I-.
kammatical

functim ag 'the text word.
. 4

.
.

questionable It is impossible to tell whether the grammatical
. ',...

. 1 fundtion of the reader's .miscue of the same .or

.,,
different from the' grammatical-function of

k., the text.

different The reader's miscue is different grammatical
'

function than the text word.
A

,5i 10.



6

LANGUAGE SENSE: EVALUATION

'

Evaluation of the following two'questionAndicates the degree to which
the reader is.concermdwith producing acceptable language as .he reads,.
Questions 4 and 5 are answered for every sentence which contain pne or

, Mott miscues. If the vicsues- exceed sentence boundaries include as many
sentences as necessary to maintain the relationship of all the 'miscues

%caused by other miscues. To read for acceptability consider each sentence
as the reader finally produced it. All correctedlidscues or attempts at
correction should be read as finally resolved by the reader! When there
are no attempts at correction, the miscues should be read' as produced.
Miscues which are acceptable within the reader's dialect should be
consideredracceptable.. -

48

Number each sentence in the text and plate the numbers for sentences
containing miscues under thcolumn headed Sentence Number., Next to
this, in the column headed Number of Miscues, indicate the number of
miscues contlined'in each of the sentences.

04. -Syntictic Acceptability:

yes

no

Q5. Semantic Acceptability:

yes

Is the sentence involving the miscues
syntactically (grairatically)
acceptable in the story?

ir When tOsentence is read as finally
produced by the reader it is syntactically
acceptable in the story,

When the sentence(is read as finally produced
by the reader it is not syntactically
acceptable in the story.

Is the sentence' involving the miscues
semantically (meshing) acceptable in
the story?

I, a

When the sentence is read as 'finally
produced by the reader it is sedantically
acceptable in.the story.

no When 'the sentence is-read as Ifinally
produced by the reader it is not
semantically acceptable in the Story.

CCWREHENDLNG: EVMATION.

Evaluation of this question indicates the degree to which the reader
changes the intended meaning of the author as he reads. Ouestion 6 is
answered for every sentence which dontains one or more miscues. To
determine the degree of change the sentence is read es the reader finally
produced it. All. corrected miscues or attempts at correction should be
read as 'ally resolved by the reader. When there arejio attempts at
correc themiscue should be read as produced.



Meaming Change:

no

Is there 'a Change Unmeaning involved
in the sentence?

0

Whet the, sentence is read as finally produced
by the reader there is NO change in the
intended meaning of the story.,

.

When the senEehaels read as finally produced
.by the reader there is a charge, inconsistency
or loss minor.incicents, characters or
sequence the story.

,

Alb

Gi
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t
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SUCARY AND PROFILE SHEET OF READER'S STRENGTHS

Reader's Name
.

1. The percentage of substitution miscues which indicate high Graphic
and high Sound' similarities.

. I
4 enter %I% high

. li
.

enter % Q2 high
.

The percedtage of substitution miscues which indicate Graphic and
Sound-similarities.

IMP

enter % QI sow__
enter 7o Q2 sane.

carbine Q1 high plus sane
combine Q2 high plus sane

2. ° The percentage of substitution miscues which indicate similar.Grannaical
Function. .,

enter % Q3 high

3. The percentage of instances that the reader produced syntactically
acceptable sentences and/or correctedsyntactically unacceptable
seritences:

enter % 04 yes

1

4. The percentage of instances the reader produced semantically acceptable
sentences and/or corrected semantically unacceptable sentences.

,

enter 1. 05 yes

5! The percentage of instances that the reader retained the author's
meaning.

enter % 06 no change
enter % Q6 minimal change
carbine Q6 no change plus Q6 minimal change

V

In ordeto obtain data about the following two areas of-strength, it is
necessary to return to thg work sheet for the information. Read the
sentence in which the miscue asked about occurs as if it were the only
miscue the-sentence.

6. Relationship between graphic dissimilarity and meaning change
substitution miscures with Graphic similarisy marked "none but
where the miscues are eit*O.001 quality miscues (indicate minimal
or nctchange of meaning).or are corrected.

7. Relationship ketween grammatical function dissimilarity and
syntacticallY acceptable substitution Miscues with no Grannatical
Function,similarity but where the miscues are in structures which are
syntactically acceotable or are corrected.

.

4

4.
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